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Multiple Choice Questions With AnswersThe review quiz provides students with a lot of

practice on various Language Arts concepts. The four chapters of Colossians make up the

lesson unit. Students can study at their own pace to master the vocabulary words before

attempting to answer the questions. Students will find the practice exercises a good vocabulary

teaching material and Study Aid in taking their standardized test. It is a great teaching tool for

elementary and middle school students. After completing the exercises, the student would

learn new vocabulary, and hopefully, memorize the key verses of the Book of Colossians. This

workbook is recommended for self-study as well as for classroom instruction.
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Preface Vocabulary Trailblazer for Christian Youth series is a set of volumes integrating Bible

Knowledge and Language Arts. Each volume has an Answer Book (or Teacher’s edition). It is

highly recommended that the student first study and master the glossary and vocabulary

section before tackling the practice exercises. Students will find the practice exercises a good

vocabulary teaching material and Study Aid in taking their standardized test. It is a great

teaching tool for elementary and middle school students.In this workbook, the chapters of

Colossians make up the lesson units. Each unit has various practice exercises. The text is from

the Good News Bible.The vocabulary study section is a whole Language Art lesson on its

own. Students can study at their own pace to master the vocabulary words before attempting to

answer the questions. This workbook is recommended for self-study as well as for classroom

instruction. After completing the exercises, the student would learn new vocabulary, and

hopefully, memorize the key verses of the Book.After going through the set of volumes, the

student will be equipped to take standardized tests. It is a great resource to help junior

scholars to solve problems logically and analytically.

REVIEW QUIZ #1 Name _____________________________ Date

___________________ Section 11. Which word is closest in meaning to this definition?a.

Absence of light or illumination. b. It symbolizes the unknown, ignorance, evil, or

dispairdarknessDorkuhsGracgraceDarkessDornuhsEvvilEevulevilEviGaceGraci 2. Which

word is closest in meaning to this definition?a. An administrative unit of government. b.

Persons in command of something.bloodAuthoritaysgood

ewsauthoritiesBludBlaodUathoritiesUathoriteisBlooddgoo newsgood news 3. Which word is

closest in meaning to this group of synonyms?burden, charge, obligation, homily, levy,

assignment, rebuke, duty, burden with, job, effort, stint,

choreBlooPraecheddtaskBlodTasbloodBleodpreachedTeskPraeched 4. Which word is the

opposite of pretext, pretense, misinterpretation?RaessonReazuhngood

newsPoworpowerRezuhnreasonPowrgood ews 5. Which word is closest in meaning to this

definition?a. Believing God will do what he says he will dob. The belief in God and his

teachingsSoureSuorceendureSuorcifaithEndurisourceIndereEndurreFiath 6. Which word is

closest in meaning to this definition?a. The first part of a house that is built.b. The support upon

which something rests.FoundaysuhnBlaodBlooddRihvealdRevealledFoundatioBlodfoundationre

vealedFoudatoinblood 7. Which word is closest in meaning to this group of synonyms?ground,

spring, why, basis, basis, mind, illustration, explanation, purpose, account, excuse, parley, justifi

cationReazuhnDarkessDoknuhsDarnessTasTeskreasonRaesonRaesantaskdarkness 8. Which

word is the opposite of termination, outcome?

sourcePraperFiuthSuorciSuorceSawrFathproperFayhfaith Name

_____________________________ Date ___________________ Section 2Find each of the



following words.Use the following definitions to figure out which vocabulary words to find. 1.

The son of God and savior of the world 2. Deliver a sermon. 3. Believing God will do what

he says he will do 4. The strength or ability to do something. 5. Easy to view or see. 6. Not

observed. 7. A place from which something comes 8. An explanation for why something

happens.  9. Having a real existence, something you can   observe with your senses.     DPULII

VAOEWNALUHJNHIOEKRNIOMPELNGVGIVEVORKHTEOSVRKINDOMLOONDEURCMAMP

EEKAAVEAGPRBVESEASAKSENOERRIAEOEEGUSEEDAEPRRVNRELSIIEKSATEREIMOD

GNIKUENILHALENPPHEVPOENESAUVKBENKAAEKCLNNESDIPELPOELLDNLOSEIPOOE

RGREBTODSEVPOLTAVNELEPVOKELERTASNNLDRVRDLACLUNSEENPEOIIDGPEEAEEV

KNOWLEDGEEOEASOSPDENRMOKDKEOMDERIPSection 31. Write a sentence using the

word Kingdom. 2. Write a sentence using the word Perform. 3. Write a sentence using the

word Universe. 4. Write a paragraph or short story using the words Preached, Grace,

Revealed, Endure, and Visible. 
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